Digitally Enabled NEEM Deployment Solutions
The CLR Skills Digital Edge:
Engaging CLR Skills Training Foundation as your NEEM Agent will provide you with a digitally enabled skills development solution. Almost every verticle which gets involved in providing the NEEM Training is digitally enabled with us.

Trainee Briefing Session
Once a prospective trainee comes in contact with us, he is exposed to the CLR Skills way of working. Using digital communication aids and presentations our able executives ensure that the prospective trainee has understood the concept of NEEM completely before signing up for the scheme.

Joining Process: e-Joining
We follow a complete digital onboarding process for NEEM Trainees. All their documents and biometrics are captured and verified by us using the latest digital technology.

Trainee Deployment on Site
After digital verification of the documents as per the guidelines, we provide a complete trainee manifest to the client in a digital format.

E- Attendance
We have digital systems in place which provide our clients with up to date and real-time information on trainee attendance. We also provide an analytical dashboard to our clients hence enhancing their decision-making capabilities. Our system also provides monthly attendance data.

Digitally Enabled Training
We provide our clients with an array of digital training tools which enhances their skills development efforts. Generally, we provide complete digitally enabled learning to the trainees once a week.

Invoice Generation & Stipend Management
Our digital systems automatically generate and send monthly invoices to the clients. Our Zero error systems ensure that the clients receive accurate invoices on time. The same system also transfers the trainee's stipend automatically to his account.

Digitally Enabled Trainee Testing
Our systems are capable of conducting regular online examinations and tests for the NEEM Trainee hence providing the HR Department of the organization with a robust evaluation system.
CLR Skills Training Foundation is a section 8 registered company. We are in the business of providing support and assistance to Indian Industries for enhancing their skills development efforts. Being a registered NEEM Agent, our services have helped many companies across the nation in being more competitive and profitable. We provide NEEM Trainees in accordance with the rules laid down by the Government of India.

Benefits of NEEM Scheme

- NEEM Scheme provides OJT opportunity to individuals aged 18-35
- The Scheme allows the NEEM agent to take care of legal/HR formalities, the industry need not worry about the same
- There is a huge spectrum of Industries that can avail services of a NEEM Agent
- NEEM Trainees under NEEM Scheme get a stipend that is equal to the minimum wages of the unskilled labor without any deductions
- The hiring industries must comply with working, health and other requirements as set in the scheme
- A neem trainee does not have a right to employment after completion of the training in the company
- Duration of OJT under NEEM Scheme can be up to 3 years
Why CLR Skills Training Foundation?
CLR Skills Training Foundation is a registered section 8 Company. We are a partaker in the skill India initiative of the Indian Government.

Our aim is to serve the Indian Industries which are facing constant operational and business challenges due to lack of skilled manpower. On the other hand, we are instrumental in providing the youth with adequate work skills through apprenticeship and on the job training hence assisting them in getting proper employment.

Our emphasis is on the underprivileged sections of the society. We have intentions of providing them with the best and the latest skills that they can acquire to live a decent living and at the same time become an asset to the economy. Since the company has an established structure for skill development for the individuals that they employ, it now aims at scaling it up to provide vocational skills training to deserving masses, particularly the underprivileged and weaker sections of the society and also providing Technical and Non-Technical courses to school/College dropouts and Diploma Students who failed in their exams.
For Enquiries, please contact our National Sales Team

Phone: 7888029040
Email: info@clrskills.com
Website: www.clrskills.com
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